An application of 3D-QSAR to the analysis of the sequence specificity of DNA alkylation by uracil mustard.
The sequence specificity of DNA alkylation by uracil mustard was examined using a novel three-dimensional QSAR method known as HASL, or the hypothetical active site lattice. The structures of a variety of 4-mer sequences obtained from pBR322 and SV40 were related to their degree of guanine-N7 alkylation by uracil mustard. The resulting correlations were found to point to a significant contribution from bases on the 3' side of the target guanine nucleotide. The HASL models derived from the analysis of 52 guanine-containing 4-mer sequences were used to highlight those atomic features in the favored TGCC sequence that were found most important in determining specificity. It was found that the NH2-O systems present in the two GC base pairs on the 3' side of the target guanine were significantly correlated to the degree of alkylation by uracil mustard. This finding is consistent with a prealkylation binding event occurring between these sites along the major groove and the uracil mustard O2/O4 system.